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SHOULD WORKERS THINK? this year he noticed that the bridge had jest been 
renovated and where the overhead timber is

a primary school boy * knowledge of history would have 
made clear that this Russian revolution has almost fol
lowed the lines of the earliest French Revolution." Now, 
1 am going to grant that a primary schoolboy might pos
sibly arrive at such

A W:2V (Continued fropi page 1) mor-
whieh he eloquently emphasised the proposition that, ,’se<* *nto the tr*®* aide-rails, a coating of health- 
despite all argument to the contrary, “a man is a fu**y smelling tar had been smoothly and skillfully 
MAN.” Now that doesn’t sound very terrible. But aPPlled Later visits in the season gave a sort of 
then as Spinona wrote, to determine or limit means t0° mueb of 8 K°°d thing shock because the top 
to negate or deny. There were other “mcn”( Î) in °* t^le slde rada wel^ flow covered at intervals with 
Burns’ day, some one of whom might conceivably an *rr6gular confusion of unsightly separate dropp 
be “ca’d (called) a Lord.” But by defining such a cf tar Thus much, on the second visit, did prelimin- 
peraon as a Lord, Buriis rather too cleverly suggest- ary observation reveal Next ‘‘Wha done that?” 
ed the legitimate conclusion that he could also be K*ve 8 cbance to employ hypotheses as to the cause

thereof. The likeliest guess was that the hotter

T„

■ conclustqn, but any mentally mature 
person who has paid even the slightest attention to a 
comparison of the two revolutions can see the vast differ
ence between that of Russia and that of France.

History from Taylor’s point of view. Is nothing more 
than a sleight-of-hand
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performance wuere merchants, 

hankers and feudal lords have played the role of conjurers 
and harlequins to trick an-unsuspecting public. That his
tory Is the life story of the human race, made up of many 
material factors, but where the driving force Is economic 
necessity, the writer does not seem to be able to
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probably a fool, at whom the man of independent 
mind would look and laugh. Result, a sentence of uf advancing spring had melted deposits of tar 
“no promotion for you in the excise” was rigidly 80mewbere above the side rail, thus making these 
imposed upon the poet. See what that syllogistic fall down on the rail in drops. Next, deductive rea- 
stuff can do! And by the same token, it will be somng (alwRys supplied by previous experience of

cause and effect) enabled one to assert that IF other

sun
map.

A decided contempt for Imperialism Is again noticeable. 
Nationalism Is alone lovely, but Imperialism Is 
s trous policy. All the great nations of the ancient world
had -their

a mooj
S careers blighted In the field of Imperialism. 

Ergo—don’t try to extend, your doom awaits you. He 
might as well advise a young boy not to grow old else he 
would surely die. Imperialism Is the natural outcome of 
Nationalism, and history declares that the process must be 
completed.

noted that in ordinary speech or writing, we scarcely
ever frame our arguments in the rigid form of the tar deP°sits had been spread over the higher over- 
eomplete three-propositioned Aristotelian syllogism. llead timbers, such deposits, when suffiflently melted 
Like Burns, we more or less merely suggest them. to tbe flowing point by the sun’s heat, would in- 

So much, in brief, for the Aristotelian syllogism, c'"itably drop down below. Last step of all that ends 
which Mill despised as merely a “Subjective In- strange, eventful reasoning, is verification
ference” because a subject (or person) who knew its 0I. confirming the soundness of one’s deduction. In 
first proposition, didn’t need to exert himself in or- thls ensc d was done by gazing aloft, and it 
der to infer (or draw) his conclusion, since the first once 86611 that just above where lay the ugly collec- 
preposition already carried it ready-made for him. t,ons of tar droP«- were several separate thin streams 
For instance, if I hold that all capitalists are pests, of tar cllnging down the sides of the overhead tim- 
I know at once without any further brain-racking ^€rs’ the KUrPlu* from which had fallen “as the gen- 
that if Jones is a capitalist,, he is likewise a pest. *^e raln from heaven.upon the place beneath.” The 
But it was 1 ‘Inductive Inference” that Mill set him- hypothesis or guess was, therefore correct—quod 
self to boost and that too with nearly as much lrat d6rnonstrandum (which was to be shown), 
claim to originality as Aristotle was entitled to for But for deeper scientific purposes, another, kind 
the invention of the deductive syllogism. Mill called °f inductive. process is used, which has really six 
the former “Objective Inference” and-claimed it to' steps- This kind, aa Marx’s son-in-law pointed out in

his biographical pamphlet, was used by both Dar
vun and Marx the latter of whom, Aveting repeats. Editor's Nolo: G. R. Stirling Taylor to a writer to 

nad read all of the former’s works, whilst Darwin, whom considerable attention Is paid in the book world and
he admitted in a personal letter written to Marx aœonK Publications We had thought be was better known

in 1873, on receiving a copy of the second edition of to cl*rion r<“*d,‘r* "The importance or Iristory” (quite
“Capital” VoL 1, was little versed in political ec- 'lnc®mplete erUc,e) WM reprinted tram The
onomv ik. w .. ,, „ Socialist Review in order to present the "Tory-Democratic"Yet the British Labor Premier, Ramsay point of vie, on the British Later
Macdonald, in his recent Socialist ’ ’ pamphlet' readers, much in the
which repudiates the Russian Revolution and be- duced and Shaw quoted, 
tittles Marx, stated that the latter was out-of-date 
and “pre (before) Darwinian’’—whatever Macdon- 
cld means by that ! These six steps are : observation, 
experiment, reeordal, reflection, generalisation and 
verification. Darwin observed and experimented 
upon plants and animals for twenty-eight years. He 
recorded ip countless notebooks the results of these 
observations and experiments and then reflected 
upon his records until he arrived at the well known 
Darwinian evolutionary generalisations which, 
though now pretty universally accepted are-still 
considered all the better for every fresh bit of veri
fication that crops up.

44*Much of the article is devoted to eulogising the Labor 
philosophy and denouncing that of the Liberals, 
the standpoint of the exploited workers they both mean the 
same thing

From

Each Party appears to be quite capable of 
administering Capitalist property and keeping the produc
ing masses In their old position.

was atI
As a Capitalist Instru

ment of administration and coercion the Labor policy of 
today Is the logical sequence of yesterday's Liberalism 
Even on the question of Imperialism his Gitche Manitou— 
Ramsay Macdonald—appears to be a worthy successor to 
Curzon and Chamberlain.

The workers of England, and elsewhere, 
confounded as It to without adding to their confusion by 
the publication of such drivel in the
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K name of science. 
Yours for history not bunk,

J- A. MCDONALD
>j San Francisco, Calif.be the only true scientific form of inference ; al

though, as Killick remarks, there is no real incon
sistency in the two views, as both forms of inference 
make up a complementary whole.

X

as
3 MÜ1 avers that in “objective inference” the fact 

stated in the conclusion is a genuine new truth, and 
not merely part of the same fhet or facts already 
contained in the premises. Thus, the magnetic 
oxide of iron (lodestone) can attract iron like a 
magnet. After trying otrt, say six pieces of it, one 
came to the conclusion that a seventh, or eighth or 
every piece of it would also attract iron. This fol
lows by virtue bf a-law of external nature and not by 
a mere law or cudgelling of the mind. Hence-the 
name objective inference to describe this kind of 
Inductive reasoning. And, by the way, the true 
founder of nature questioning and scientific reason
ing was not the 16th century Lord Bacon, but Roger 
Laeon, a 13th century monk and professor of Oxford, 
who denounced the barrenness of the schoolmen’s 
word-janghng. His logical reforms were submitted 
to the court of Rome, and they not only fell flat, 
but actually earned for Roger twelve years of im
prisonment The seed sown by this Medieval clear
sighted thinker did not spring up till centuries later.

Let us now take up two other forms of inductive 
reasoning. The first, as follows, is more useful for 
ordinary, every day purposes than for strictly scien
tific research. It is made up of four different steps : 
1, preliminary observation ; 2, the making of hypoth
eses
tion. As regards the guesses, these are based on 
the fact that Nature is a tremendous aggregation of 
causes and effects ; and being “logical 
ing as Nature commands us to act ; for, as the phil
osophers say, Nature is existing reason and Mind is 
thinking reason; and we, ourselves are part of Nat
ure, as Omar the poet indicates in these lines :—

?

same way as Wells has been repro-
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HISTORY OR WORSE, 1.1*
Essays on MaterialistEditor Clarion:

On the front page of Clarion No. S16. appeared 
tide entitled "The Importance of History" which, so far 

braxen perversion of the facto of history to concerned, 
beats anything I have read for some time.

The writer of the article—O. R. Stirling Taylor__true
to hla Labor Party connection, abhors the very thought of 
revolution. He sees that the social upheavel to a long 
way off, and the farther the better.

Conception of History (Labrioia) 
Social Studies (Lafargue) ______
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(guesses) ; 3, deductive reasoning ; 4, verifica- Paper Covers.
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school, as no proletarian teacher bas-ever emphasised the Two Sways on History (C. Stephen eon «~v G. Deville) (a 
necessity for revolution to a greater degree than Karl Causes of War (Leckle)
Marx.

P«r Copy __
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All revolutions, we are told, end In the same place as
Me

that merely brings us back to where we began? He con
cludes that all who believe in revolution» must he a hunch 
of Ignoramouses.
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K--■****This, of course Includes the Marxian
&L

For let PhikMopher and Doctor preach
Of what they will and what they will not—eoch
Is but one link in an eternal chain (of causes and effects)
That none can slip, nor break, nor over-reach.

K;*Civil War in Prance (Man) 
Christian tem and Wt &■(Bishop W. M. Brown) 3*0This conception of revolution clearly portrays the 

blatant ignorance of your contributor. The term revolu
tion means change—a complete 

By an industrial revolution 
change has taken place in the 
wealth, eg, the tool has been replaced by the machine. 
A social revolution means that the nptminl «<«- has be
come the dominant one, eg, the 
the power once held by the fswMl lord. A g-'Uirsi 
utisa taken place when one grow, or dlfias. 
end takes control Itself, eg.
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hiTwo Kaays on History. M ooploa ns 
copies <>.MTherefore the guesses must not be “wild”

A somewhat freespoken “humorist”! the writer 
used to work beside, on being asked some such or
dinary workshop question as “wha done that!” 
would dryly and solemnly drawl ont “God!” No 
doubt, but He was never the effective cause ! Here 
is an illustration in practice of the four steps

A few miles out from the writer’s location, is a 
wooden bridge which got badly damaged from the 
heavy Spring floods of 1923. Early in the Spring of
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